Women's Studies Courses

Registration begins
April 3rd, 8:00AM

Session 1
May 22-June 16

WS 304* Philosophy & Culture Diversity
WS 316* WI/Science, Tech & Society
WS 325* Psychology of Women
WS 356* Language & Gender

Session 2
June 19-July 28

WS 204* WI/Intro to Race/Gender Film
WS 304* Philosophy & Culture Diversity
WS 316* WI/Science, Tech & Society
WS 321* Social Stratification
WS 328* Gender, Crime, and Justice

* = online class

CCECS
College of Continuing Education and Community Service
808-932-7830
ccecs@hawaii.edu
hilo.hawaii.edu/summer

For disability access information and services please call 932-7623 (V) or 932-7002 (TTY).